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Quantum Magnetism (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2004
Putting the quantum into magnetism might, at first sight, seem like stating the obvious; the exchange interactions leading to collective magnetic behavior are, after all, a pure quantum effect. Yet, for many phenomena in magnetism this underlying quantum nature may be safely ignored at least on the qualitative level. The investigation of magnetic...
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Epistemology and Probability: Bohr, Heisenberg, Schr?dinger, and the Nature of Quantum-Theoretical ThinkingSpringer, 2009

	The book offers an exploration of the relationships between epistemology and probability in the work of Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, and Erwin Schrödinger; in quantum mechanics; and in modern physics as a whole. It also considers the implications of these relationships and of quantum theory itself for our understanding of the nature of...
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Information Security and Cryptology: 5th International Conference, Inscrypt 2009Springer, 2010

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Information Security and Cryptology, Inscrypt 2009, held in Beijing, China, in December 2009. The 22 revised full papers and 10 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 147 submissions. The papers are...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor and Autodesk Inventor LT 2011Sybex, 2010

	Autodesk Inventor was introduced in 1999 as an ambitious 3D parametric modeler based not on
	the familiar AutoCAD programming architecture but instead on a separate foundation that would
	provide the room needed to grow into the fully featured modeler it is now, a decade later. Inventor
	2011 continues the development of Inventor with...
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Applications of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Engineering: SIGMA 2018, Volume 1 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing (698))Springer, 2018

	
		The book is a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed innovative research papers from the International Conference on Signals, Machines and Automation (SIGMA 2018) held at Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology (NSIT), Delhi, India. The conference offered researchers from academic and industry the opportunity to present their...
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XML and PHPSams Publishing, 2002
XML and PHP is a clear, concise guide to the synergies between XML and PHP, many of which are not immediately visible to intermediate developers. XML and PHP demonstrates how PHP and XML can be combined to build cutting-edge Web applications. It includes detailed explanations of...
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High-Powered Investing All-In-One For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
Looking for help making smarter, more profitable high-end investment decisions? Why buy ten books that cover each of the major topics you need to understand, when High-Powered Investing All-In-One For Dummies gives you ten expert guide for the price of one?
    This hands-on resource arms you with an arsenal of advanced investing...
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Sustainability and the HumanitiesSpringer, 2018

	
		This book explores the strong links between sustainability and the humanities, which go beyond the inclusion of social sciences in discussions on sustainability, and offers a holistic discussion on the intellectual and moral aspects of sustainable development. The contributions from researchers in the fields of education, social...
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Automated and Algorithmic Debugging: First International Workshop, AADEBUG '93, Link6ping, Sweden, May 3-5, 1993. ProceedingsSpringer, 1993
This volume contains a selection of the papers which were accepted for presentation at AADEBUG'93, the First International Workshop on Automated and Algorithmic Debugging, held in Link6ping, Sweden, 3-5 May 1993.

The area referred to as automated debugging has seen major developments over the last decade. One especially successful area...
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Adjudicating Climate Change: State, National, and International ApproachesCambridge University Press, 2009
The world’s political process has been slow to react to the serious, and potentially catastrophic, consequences for life on our planet that flow from the burning of fossil fuel. In one sense, this is understandable: turning around the global energy base is not a simple task. In another sense, it is inexcusable: a myopic failure to act in the...
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Managing Web Usage in the Workplace: A Social, Ethical, and Legal PerspectiveIdea Group Publishing, 2002

	The ubiquitous nature of the Internet is dramatically revolutionizing the manner in which
	organizations and individuals share information. Developed out of necessity during the cold
	war, the Internet was created as a means to help governmental institutions and collegiate
	institutions send documents and research materials electronically...
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International Marketing: Strategy and TheoryRoutledge, 2004

	Marketing is a universal activity that is widely applicable, regardless of the political, social or economic systems of a particular country. However, this doesn't mean that consumers in different parts of the world should be satisified in the same way.

	

	The 4th edition of International Marketing has been written...
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